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Abstract
In three experiments, we compared performance on a paper-based perspective-taking task (the Spatial Orientation Test [SOT];
Hegarty & Waller, 2004) with performance on a computer-based version of the task. The computer-based version automates
scoring angular errors, allows for different stimulus orders to be given to each participant, and allows for different testing time
limits. In Experiment 1, the two media used different objects and mirror-image stimulus arrays in the two versions to mitigate the
effects of memory for specific objects or responses. In Experiments 2 and 3, the two media used identical objects (also in a
mirrored arrangement), to provide a more equivalent between-media comparison. We also substituted new objects for objects in
the original version that had an inherent front/back (e.g., a car) and/or that were animate; directional or animate objects may add
variance that is unrelated to perspective-taking ability. Experiment 3 used clarified instructions and a sample size sufficient to
examine relatively small differences between the media as well as sex differences. Overall, the computer-based version produced
performance that was similar to that of the paper-based version in terms of the rank-order of the participants. The new computer
and paper versions of the SOT also had similar correlations with the Money Road Map test and the Santa Barbara Sense of
Direction questionnaire, adding support to the claim that the computerized SOT is tapping into the same skill as the paper-based
version. We provide a Java version of the new SOT, along with pdf files of instructions and practice stimuli, on the Open Science
Framework website.

Keywords Spatial ability . Perspective taking . Individual differences . Psychometric tests

For some timenow,psychometric tests havemigrated frompaper-
and-pencil tocomputer-basedversions (foranearlycomparisonof
tests using the two media, see Bugbee, 1996). Although certain
pragmaticconsiderationsmaydictatetheuseofpaperandpencil—
for example, testsofyoungchildrenor in remote field situations—
for themost part, computerized tests affordmany advantages over
their paper-based versions. Clearly, however, it is necessary to
provide evidence of the equivalence between media before con-
cludingthat themigrationtocomputertestingisbenign.Atthevery
least, a computerized test shouldproduce individual differences in
performance that are similar (ideally, identical) to its paper-and-
pencil version, such that the rank order of individuals is similar

across media. In the present paper, we provide evidence to this
effect for a widely used psychometric test of the spatial ability of
perspective taking (the SpatialOrientationTest [SOT];Hegarty&
Waller, 2004; Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001). A computerized
version of this test is even more desirable than usual because it
solves the time-consuming and error-prone issues inherent in
hand-scoring angular errors.

Research comparing psychometric scores of the same test
across different testing media has a long history and will not be
reviewed here. Suffice it to say that media comparisons have
produced mixed results, depending on the skill tested; there is
no inherent equivalence across media (e.g., Bugbee, 1996). For
example, measures of general mental speed are higher with com-
puterized tests than with paper-and-pencil tests (Danthiir,
Wilhelm, & Roberts, 2012), whereas reading speed per se and
proof-reading accuracy favor paper-based tests (see Noyes &
Garland, 2008, for review). The overall conclusion one can reach
from this literature is that for the most part, performance across
media is similar, with some notable exceptions. Because conclu-
sions about equivalences across media can be task- and skill-
dependent, the important issue for the present study is whether
computer and paper media yield similar individual differences in
measured perspective-taking ability.
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In general, psychometric tests have been used success-
fully to identify several types of spatial abilities. With
respect to the specific goals of this research, it has been
found that perspective taking—the ability to orient oneself
in an environment and to imagine how it looks from dif-
ferent viewpoints—requires different skills than does be-
ing adept at spatial transformations of individual objects
(spat ia l visual izat ion; Hegarty & Waller, 2004;
Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001). Perspective taking in-
volves imagining oneself in a different orientation within
an environment in order to indicate the direction of a
target object relative to oneself and to other objects from
the imagined perspective. The ability to do this can be

contrasted with the ability to imagine a given object in a
different orientation than the one in which it was present-
ed. Perspective-taking skill is also more predictive of the
amount learned about a large-scale spatial layout than are
measures of small-scale spatial abilities like mental rota-
tion and embedded figures (Allen, Kirasic, Dobson, Long,
& Beck, 1996).

Hegarty and colleagues (Hegarty & Waller, 2004;
Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001) developed the paper-
and-pencil SOT that we focus on in the present study.
On each trial of the SOT, people are shown an array of
objects (see Fig. 1 for an example array, with instructions
and correct answer); they have to imagine being located

Fig. 1 The sample item on the instruction sheet for the paper-based Spatial Orientation Test in Experiment 1
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at one object, facing a second object (the orienting cue).
They must indicate the direction of a third object (the
target object) by drawing a line from the center of the
circle in the direction believed to be correct. The perfor-
mance measure is angular error.

The Hegarty and Waller (2004) paper-based SOT has
been widely used in the spatial cognition literature, garner-
ing nearly 600 citations to date (Google Scholar, February
2019). The SOT has been used as a measure of spatial
ability in studies of large-scale spatial abilities; specifical-
ly, it is correlated with measures of learning spatial layouts
and with navigation performance (Allen et al., 1996; Fields
& Shelton, 2006; Galati, Weisberg, Newcombe, &
Avraamides, 2015; Holmes, Marchette, & Newcombe,
2017; Kozhevnikov, Motes, Rasch, & Blajenkova, 2006;
Schinazi, Nardi, Newcombe, Shipley, & Epstein, 2013;
Weisberg, Schinazi, Newcombe, Shipley, & Epstein,
2014). For example, Fields and Shelton (2006) found that
the SOT correlated .57 with imagined judgments of relative
direction (JRDs) in a virtual environment learned from a
route perspective and .68 with imagined JRDs in the same
environment learned from a survey perspective. Although
JRDs often involve pointing to objects in a real or virtual
environment based on memory and with an arm or other
pointing device (i.e., the response can be based on somato-
sensory information), responses to the SOT have thus far
been paper-based. Nevertheless, the similarities between
tasks in their requirements for perspective-taking abilities
are more important for the present purpose.

Kozhevnikov et al. (2006) also found moderate correla-
tions (ranging in magnitude from – .29 to .43) between a task
similar to the SOTand measures of environmental knowledge
after learning an environment from direct experience.
Furthermore, Weisberg et al. (2014) found that the SOT cor-
related with error in pointing to nonvisible locations both
within (r = .31) and between (r = .49) two routes learned in
a virtual environment, as well as with the ability to build a
model (i.e., create a 2-D aerial view map) of the learned envi-
ronment (r = – .36). Holmes et al. (2017) observed correla-
tions between the SOT and model building (r = – .33), pro-
portion of accurate JRDs (r = – .32), and free recall of struc-
tures (r = – .21) in a learned environment. Finally, in a study of
navigation in a virtual environment based on a written descrip-
tion of a path, Galati et al. (2015) found that the SOT corre-
lated with the duration of navigation along the two routes (r =
.50), navigation errors (r = .51), and time spent pausing during
navigating (r = .37). Note that negative correlations are ex-
pected with some measures of performance because a lower
error on the SOT indicates better performance.

As with all paper-and-pencil measures, the SOT has some
pragmatic limitations, chief among them being the difficulty
and tedious nature of the scoring. In particular, the angular
error of the response must be hand-scored with a protractor,

which is time consuming and error-prone, in part due to noise
inherent in consistently selecting the objects’ centers. In the
paper-based SOT, it is also the case that the same order of
items is presented to all participants and a standard 5-min time
limit is given to complete the 12 items. The computerized
version of the task we developed automates scoring (using
specified object centers that are shown in the stimulus arrays),
allows for a different order of stimulus arrays to be presented
to each participant, and allows for different time limits to be
used for the test. The computerized version also employs a
new set of objects that all lack an inherent animacy and direc-
tionality, which are factors that may affect performance (see
below). The computerized version prevents participants from
physically rotating the array, which happens occasionally with
the paper version despite instructions not to do so. Finally, the
computerized version allows test takers to spend more time on
task (rather than turning and straightening pages, etc.), which
addresses an issue with noncompletion of items. That is, be-
cause the paper task requires more “off-task” time than the
computer version, the SOT is better controlled with the
computer-based version and may thus allow more items to
be completed.

Three experiments compared performance on the paper-
and-pencil SOT to performance on the computerized ver-
sion, using within-subjects designs. Experiment 1 com-
pared performance on the original SOT with a computer-
ized version that used different objects presented in a mir-
ror image of the paper-based array; the two arrays thus had
congruent angles for the correct responses. Using different
objects across tests and mirroring the array mitigates fa-
cilitation of performance by remembering specific re-
sponses to specific objects. However, using different ob-
jects across tests may add a different kind of variability to
their comparison (due to semantics, size, recognizability,
etc.). Experiment 2 remediated this issue by using identi-
cal objects across tests. Experiment 3 was then conducted
using the newly devised SOT as well as clarified instruc-
tions in both computer and paper versions to examine sex
differences in performance.

We also addressed two new issues using the newly devised
SOT. The first issue (animacy) is relatively new in the spatial
cognition literature; the second (sex differences) is not. In the
original paper-based version of the SOT, one object (a cat) was
animate and two additional objects (a house and a car) also
had inherent fronts/backs; these three objects (out of seven)
were thus inherently directional. By happenstance, the com-
puterized version that used all new objects in Experiment 1
had five (of seven) animate/directional objects. Recently, it
was found that using an image of a person facing in the same
direction in the array as the orienting cue (a cue that was both
animate and directional) decreased angular errors in this task
(Tarampi, Heydari, & Hegarty, 2016), relative to when the cue
was inanimate. Related research showed that the presence of a
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directional agent in a task display improved perspective-
taking accuracy (Clements-Stephens, Vasiljevic, Murray, &
Shelton, 2013), increased the tendency to take on a
nonegocentric perspective (Tversky & Hard, 2009), and influ-
enced correlations with self-reported social skills (Shelton,
Clements-Stephens, Lam, Pak, & Murray, 2012). Gunalp,
Moossaian, and Hegarty (2019) indicated that even an inani-
mate orienting object (a chair) decreased angular error in a
virtual reality version of the SOT when compared to nondi-
rectional objects.

Besides having directional objects, in the original SOT
the directional objects did not necessarily face the direction
that participants were supposed to imagine, so, given the
research cited above, it is unclear how or whether these
objects systematically affected performance, except to
add noise to the data. Thus, the first, more theoretical goal
of the present study was to update the SOT in Experiment 2
to include only nondirectional, inanimate objects in the
stimuli so that the test is based on stimuli with relatively
homogeneous spatial characteristics. The new SOT and
associated other information (e.g., instructions) are provid-
ed on the Open Science Framework at https://osf.io/
wq3kd/. Second, sex differences are common in spatial
tasks in general (Linn & Petersen, 1985; Tarampi et al.,
2016; Voyer, Voyer, & Bryden, 1995) and have been found
specifically on the SOT. In particular, Tarampi et al. (2006)
found that men averaged 22.3° less angular error on the
SOT than women. To examine and document this differ-
ence further, we conducted a third experiment with a bal-
anced sample of men and women, using the new nondirec-
tional, inanimate objects in both paper and computer SOT
versions.

Experiment 1

Two groups of participants performed the original SOT task in
both the paper-and-pencil version and a computerized version,
in counterbalanced order. We used different arrays of objects
in the two tasks to mitigate practice effects due to memory for
specific items.

Method

Participants The participants were 63 students (52 females, 11
males) between 18 and 23 years of age (mean age = 19.37
years, SEM = 0.15 years) from the University of California,
Santa Barbara who were enrolled in introductory psychology
courses. They received class credit for participation. Four par-
ticipants (three females, one male) were excluded from final
analyses because they did not follow the instructions or did
not complete more than three trials of one of the tasks in the
time allotted. The remaining participants were randomly

assigned to two task-order groups; there were 28 participants
in the paper-first group and 31 in the computer-first group.

Apparatus, stimuli, and design The paper-based version of the
task was presented as a booklet that was placed on the table in
front of the participant. There was a separate page for each
trial. The computerized version of the task was written in E-
Prime (Psychology Software Tools software) and displayed
on ASUS generic monitors with 1,920 × 1,080 resolution,
60Hz refresh rate, using an Nvidia FX580 graphics processor.
The stimulus array on the computer subtended approximately
15.8° of visual angle and was displayed on the left half of the
screen and the answer circle was approximately 11.1° of vi-
sual angle and was displayed on the right half of the screen.
Centered on the screen below the array and answer circle was
the specific trial instruction—for example, “Imagine you are
standing at the dog and facing the fan. Point to the chair.” This
same instruction was located between the stimulus array and
the response circle on the paper test (see Figs. 1 and 2). There
was a new screen for each trial of the computer test.

Both the paper and computer versions of the task used
in the present study were based on the test developed by
Hegarty and Waller (2004). Three changes were made to
the stimuli for the computer-based version, relative to the
paper test. First, the array objects were replaced with new
objects (e.g., cat ➔ dog; see Fig. 2 for an example that
was made from the array in Fig. 1). Second, the stimulus
array for the computer version was mirrored around the
central y-axis relative to the original paper-based test. This
mirroring preserved the correct response angles of each
trial; the angles on matched trials were congruent but in
opposite directions (e.g., an answer that was 60° on the
paper test became – 60° on the computer test). Third, in
the original paper-based SOT the array and answer circle
were aligned vertically, with the array presented in the top
half of the page and the answer circle in the bottom half;
the trial information was written between the array and
answer circle. In the computerized SOT the stimulus array
and arrow circle were aligned horizontally, with the trial in-
formation written below them (see Figs. 1 and 2 for examples
of the stimulus arrays given during the instructions).

For the paper-based test participants physically marked
their answer for each trial on the answer circle by drawing
a line indicating their estimate of the correct direction. For
the computer test participants responded for each trial by
clicking the mouse on the circumference of the circle to
indicate their estimate of the correct direction. When they
clicked on the circumference of the circle a line appeared
from the center of the circle to the clicked location.
Participants could drag this line or click elsewhere on the
circle until they were satisfied that the line indicated the
direction of their answer. Responses were recorded when
the “enter” key was pressed.
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Procedure Participants took part in groups of up to three
and each participant worked individually. For the paper-
based task, participants were given the standard version of
the paper-based SOT (Hegarty & Waller, 2004).
Instructions consisted of an open booklet with two
pages—an instructions page on the left page and a sample
item with the correct answer drawn in on the right page.
The instructions stated that participants would see a pic-
ture of an array of objects and that their task on each trial
was to imagine being at one object in the array, facing a
second, and to point to a third object. Appendix A shows
the instructions for the computer version. The instructions
for the paper version were identical except with respect to
how to respond (drawing a line on paper vs. clicking a
location on the computer’s display). Participants were di-
rected to view the sample item, which had the correct
answer drawn in (see Fig. 1), and to confirm that they
understood that this was the correct answer. Participants
were given a final opportunity to ask questions before
starting the main task and were given 5 min to complete
12 trials.

For the computer version, participants first received in-
structions on paper in an open booklet consisting of two pages
with verbal instructions about the task on the left page and a
worked example on the right page. These instructions were the
same as for the paper version but the sample item showed the
array objects used for the computer task (cf. Figs. 1 and 2).
The participants were directed to read the instructions to them-
selves as the experimenter read them aloud.

After receiving these instructions, participants practiced
how to respond on the computer by clicking on the answer
circle with the mouse (three different times). Next, they were
shown the same sample item on the computer screen as was
shown in the paper instructions booklet, except that the correct
answer was not marked (Fig. 2). Participants were told, “This
is the same example item that is on the paper instructions
(which were still in view). Please input the correct response
to this example trial.” Participants moved the mouse cursor to
indicate the direction of the correct line and pressed enter to
indicate their response. They were not given feedback on this
practice trial, but they were given a final opportunity to ask
questions before starting the task. There was again a time limit
of 5 min to complete 12 trials.

Participants completed the perspective-taking tests in one
of two orders (paper first or computer first). Instructions about
how to respond were given directly before each task and par-
ticipants were given a brief rest between tasks.

Results

Responses were scored for angular error without regard for
direction and averaged across trials for each participant. For
the paper-based test, angular error was scored by hand, using a
protractor. If a participant did not complete an item, he or she
was assigned an angular error of 90° (chance performance) for
that item. Because angular error can range from 0° to 180°, if
someone was responding randomly, he or she would be ex-
pected to have an average angular error of 90° across items.

Fig. 2 The sample item on the instruction screen for the computerized Spatial Orientation Test from Experiment 1
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The left panel in Fig. 3 shows a scatter plot of performance
on the two versions of the test. Each point in the figure repre-
sents an individual participant. There was a strong rank-order
correlation between the paper- and computer-based tasks,
r(57) = .636, as well as a significant linear correlation that
was approximately the same magnitude, r(57) = .622, t(57)
= 6.00, p < .001. Furthermore, the linear correlation between
the two tasks was generally strong, regardless of task order,
rcomp–pap(29) = .637, t(29) = 4.46, p < .001 and rpap–comp(26) =
.722, t(26) = 5.32, p < .001 (the rank-order correlations were
also similar for both orders, r = .685 and .683, respectively).

The mean angular error scores were subjected to a task
order (computer first vs. paper first) by task type (paper, com-
puter) mixed design analysis of variance. Only the interaction
reached significance, F(1, 57) = 11.77, MSE = 191.16, ηp

2 =
.171, p < .001. Errors were generally lower on the second test
taken than on the first (see Table 1 for means and differences
in angular errors); practice on the computer test facilitated
performance on the paper-based test by an average of 7.96°,
and practice with the paper-based test improved performance
on the computerized test by 9.52°.

The first two columns of Table 2 show the percentages of
participants in each condition who completed all 12 items in
each task version, and the last two columns show the average
numbers of items completed. In general, fewer participants
completed all 12 items in the paper version than in the com-
puter version, especially when the paper version was the first
test.

Discussion

On the whole, both the rank-order and linear correlations were
sufficiently strong to warrant the claim that the paper- and
computer-based versions of the task measured the same underly-
ing spatial skill. Because each version of the task used different

stimulus objects the possibility that participants’ performance
was affected by memory of their responses to particular objects
wasmitigated. However, this same procedural control means that
functionally, we were not comparing identical tasks. Experiment
2 was designed to address this issue as well as the issue of the
animacy and directionality of some of the stimulus objects.
Finally, to ensure that participants fully understood the task, we
added three practice trials with feedback to both test versions in
Experiment 2.

Experiment 2

Experiment 1 showed that the correlation between media was
sufficiently strong to merit using the computerized version of the
SOT instead of the paper-based version. However, as we noted,
the tests used different objects and some of the objects were
directional; directionality of the stimuli can influence perfor-
mance (Gunalp et al., 2019; Tarampi et al., 2016). To address
these issues, in this experiment we used all inanimate, nondirec-
tional objects and the same objects for both media. The latter
change allowed for a more equivalent comparison between the
media. Figure 4 shows the new paper-based stimulus array used
during the instructions, and Fig. 5 shows the computer-based
counterpart. As in Experiment 1, the computer array was a mir-
rored version of the paper-based array.

After completing the two SOT tasks, participants were given
theMoneyRoadMap test (MRM;Money, Alexander, &Walker,
1965) and the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction questionnaire
(SBSOD; Hegarty, Richardson, Montello, Lovelace, & Subbiah,
2002). In the MRM task, participants are shown a depiction of a
path through a city, indicated by a dashed line among shapes
representing buildings from an aerial view. Participants are re-
quired to label each turn of the path with either “R” for right or
“L” for left, indicating what turn direction should occur at each

Fig. 3 Scatter plots showing the relationship between performance (average angular error) on the two versions of the test in Experiments 1 and 2. Each
data point represents an individual participant.
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turn along the path. It is considered to be another measure of
perspective-taking ability. The SBSOD is a self-report measure
of one’s environmental-scale sense of direction that is correlated
with many measures of real-world navigation (Hegarty et al.,
2002). Both measures were used in validating the original SOT
(Hegarty & Waller, 2004; Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001) and
were given here to provide converging evidence that the
computer-based perspective-taking task was tapping into the
same spatial skill as the paper-based task.

Method

Participants Forty-four undergraduates (22 females, 22 males)
between the ages of 18 and 36 (mean age = 19.7 years, SEM =
0.43 years) who were enrolled in introductory psychology
courses at the University of California, Santa Barbara, partic-
ipated in this study for course credit. Participants were ran-
domly assigned to two task-order groups; there were 22 par-
ticipants in the paper-first group, and 22 in the computer-first
group.

Apparatus, stimuli, and design The same apparatus was used
as in Experiment 1; slight changes to the software allowed all
the instructions to be displayed on the computer. Arrays of
nondirectional objects were used as the stimuli in each task-
order condition (see Figs. 4 and 5 for the paper-based and
computer-based examples used for instructions, respectively).
The array of objects in the new computer-based display
contained the same objects as the new paper version. The
paper version used the same configuration of objects as the
original paper SOT and the computer version used the same
configuration, mirrored around the central y-axis, as in
Experiment 1. As such, the trials in both the computer and
paper SOTs now had the identical standing, facing, and target
objects on each trial. Because the computer array was a mirror
of the paper array, the correct answer angles for each trial were
congruent. Furthermore, each of the objects in the array for
both displays had their centers marked by a dot (which was
red in the case of the computer-based display). The dots were
the center of the bounding box that enclosed each object (but
was not displayed in the final stimulus). The dots were meant

Table 2 Average percentages of participants completing all 12 items in the task and average numbers of items completed across all participants as a
function of task type, task order, and experiment

Experiment Task Order Percentages (%) of Participants Completing Task Numbers (#) of Items Completed

Computer% Paper% Computer# Paper #

Exp. 1 Computer 1st 87.1% 87.1% 11.71 (0.97) 11.48 (1.59)

Paper 1st 92.9% 57.1% 11.86 (0.52) 10.82 (1.77)

Exp. 2 Computer 1st 77.3% 63.6% 11.45 (1.14) 11.14 (1.42)

Paper 1st 86.4% 40.9% 11.86 (0.35) 9.68 (2.25)

Exp. 3 – Men Computer 1st 73.8% 52.4% 10.90 (2.09) 10.81 (1.61)

Paper 1st 97.6% 58.5% 11.88 (0.78) 11.12 (1.35)

Exp. 3 – Women Computer 1st 87.8% 53.7% 11.76 (0.77) 11.07 (1.23)

Paper 1st 97.6% 48.8% 11.90 (0.62) 10.54 (1.96)

In each row, the data for the second test taken are presented in bold type.

Table 1 Average angular error (and SD) as a function of test type, task order, and experiment

Experiment Task Order Computer Test Paper Test Diff. in Error From
1st to 2nd Test Taken

Exp. 1 Computer 1st 37.78 (26.12) 29.82 (19.70) – 7.96

Paper 1st 37.71 (23.11) 47.23 (26.23) – 9.52

Exp. 2 Computer 1st 35.35 (21.88) 30.19 (22.55) – 5.16

Paper 1st 32.11 (22.17) 44.09 (26.51) – 11.98

Exp. 3 – Men Computer 1st 26.30 (21.69) 27.29 (21.01) + 0.99

Paper 1st 18.18 (11.60) 22.88 (16.97) – 4.70

Exp. 3 – Women Computer 1st 32.75 (20.36) 31.49 (18.46) – 1.26

Paper 1st 30.02 (20.20) 37.28 (22.96) – 7.26

In each row, the angular error for the second test taken is presented in bold type, and the rightmost column shows the difference in errors between the first
and second tests taken (regardless of test type).
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to facilitate close to identical scoring criteria between the two
media versions. They may also have helped to standardize the
directions in which the subjects indicated their answers.

Procedure Participants took part in groups of up to three and
each participant worked individually. For both versions, partici-
pants received the standard instructions for the paper SOT task
(see Appendix A) except that the instructions now referred to the
new objects used in the array in this experiment. For the paper
task, as in Experiment 1, participants read the written instructions
on the first page of the booklet as the experimenter read the
instructions aloud. These instructions familiarized the partici-
pants with the array and answer circle, which were shown on
the instruction sheet; the correct answer for the example was
already drawn in. At this point the procedure varied from that
of Experiment 1. Participants were given three practice items to
complete before proceeding to the test trials. These practice trials
were givenwith feedback; after each practice trial was completed
participants compared the answer they drew to the correct answer

that was provided by a red line in the answer circle on a trans-
parency. Participants were instructed to lay the transparency on
top of their booklet page and compare their answer to the correct
answer. After completing the practice trials, participants were
allowed to ask any final questions. They were then informed that
they would have 5 min to complete the 12 test items.

For the computer task, participants read the written instruc-
tions on the computer screen while the experimenter read
them aloud. Next to the instructions was the same example
item with the correct answer drawn in that was on the first
page of the paper booklet. After this, a new screen came on
with the same worked example. Participants were shown how
to use the mouse to create a line to indicate their response; they
practiced by matching their response to the correct answer
already displayed on this second screen (see Fig. 5). They then
completed the three practice trials on the computer, with feed-
back given on each trial. Specifically, after submitting their
response to each practice trial, their answer continued to be
displayed, while a red line appeared on the answer circle that

Example: 
Imagine you are standing at the bell and facing the tree. Point to the drum.

bell

tree

drum

Array of Objects

Arrow Circle

Fig. 4 The sample item on the instruction sheet for the paper-based version of the test used in Experiments 2 and 3
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indicated the correct response. Participants were instructed to
compare their answer to the correct answer. After completing
the practice trials, participants were allowed to ask any ques-
tions, and were informed that they would have 5 min to com-
plete the 12 test items.

Participants next completed the second version (either
paper or computerized) of the SOT, including the three
practice trials. After finishing both SOTs, participants
completed the MRM with the standard time limit (30 s)
and an exit survey using the Qualtrics online survey plat-
form. They filled out the SBSOD task as part of the exit
survey.

Results

Responses were scored for angular error without regard
for direction and averaged over trials for each participant.
The right panel of Fig. 3 shows a scatter plot of each
individual’s performance on the two versions of the test.
As in Experiment 1, there was a strong rank-order corre-
lation between the two versions of the task, r(42) = .640,
and a linear correlation of about the same magnitude,
r(42) = .676, t = 5.94, p < .001. The linear relation held
regardless of task order: r(20) = .681, t(20) = 4.16, p <
.001, when the computer version was first, and r(20) =
.769, t(20) = 5.38, p < .001, when the paper-and-pencil
version was first (the corresponding rank-order correla-
tions were .651 and .755, respectively).

The mean angular errors for each participant were again
subjected to a task order (computer first vs. paper first) by task
type (paper, computer) mixed design analysis of variance. As
in Experiment 1, the only significant effect was the interac-
tion, F(1, 42) = 10.66, MSE = 151.30, ηp

2 = .202, p = .002.
Participants again performed better on the second test they
took than on the first (Table 1). Practice on the computer test
improved performance on the paper test by 5.16°, and practice
on the paper test improved performance on the computer test
by 11.98°.

The paper-based and computer-based SOT had similar-
magnitude linear correlations with the MRM and the
SBSOD tests. For the paper-based SOT, the linear correlations
of angular error with the MRM and the SBSOD were – .355
and – .331, respectively; t(42) = 2.46, p < .02, and t(42) =
2.28, p < .03. For the computer-based SOT, the correlations
were – .311 and – .361, respectively; t(42) = 2.12, p < .05, and
t(42) = 2.51, p < .02.

Table 2 again shows that a larger percentage of participants
completed all 12 items of the computer version than the paper
version, and, again, that the majority of “nonfinishers” com-
pleted about 11 items.

Discussion

Experiment 2 provides a replication of Experiment 1 and an
extension to a new stimulus set that used only non-directional
stimuli. The new stimuli did not significantly degrade

Fig. 5 The sample item on the instruction screen for the computerized Spatial Orientation Test used in Experiments 2 and 3. Note that these are the same
objects as in the paper-based version in Fig. 4, but are mirrored around the center y-axis of the figure
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performance as compared to Experiment 1, as we might have
expected, given recent evidence that animate and directional
objects facilitate performance on this task (Gunalp et al., 2019;
Tarampi et al., 2016). It is possible that the addition of practice
trials in this experiment, combined with the fact that in the
original SOT the directional objects did not necessarily face
the direction that participants were supposed to imagine,
outweighed the expected detrimental effects of using nondi-
rectional stimuli. This was not of concern, because our main
goals were to demonstrate that the computer version of the
SOT task can be used in lieu of the paper-based version and
to provide an SOT for which the stimulus objects had relative-
ly homogeneous spatial characteristics.

Experiment 3

Experiments 1 and 2 showed no significant differences in
performance on the paper-based and computerized versions
of the test, but they had limited power to detect a difference
between these two versions of the test. Experiment 3 was
conducted with a larger sample of participants (N = 165),
giving us the power to detect possible differences between
the tests themselves and, in addition, whether there were sex
differences in performance.

The extant literature has sometimes revealed a sex differ-
ence in perspective-taking ability favoring men (e.g.,
Eisenberg & Lennon, 1983) and several studies have reported
a sex difference in favor of men on the SOT in particular (e.g.,
Borella et al., 2014; Meneghetti, Borella, Gyselinck, & De
Beni, 2012; Tarampi et al., 2016; Weisberg et al., 2014).
Experiments 1 and 2 had limited power to examine sex differ-
ences, given the relatively small number of participants and
the unbalanced sample in Experiment 1. Thus, Experiment 3
tested a balanced sample of men and women to further exam-
ine sex differences in the SOT and whether or not these dif-
ferences were affected by test version (computer or paper).

In Experiments 1 and 2, some participants (seven and two,
respectively) had performed at or close to chance on one or
both versions of the SOT (since an average error of 90° is
chance performance, for the purpose of this analysis, “close
to chance” was defined as an error greater than 80°). This
finding, as well as the number of participants who finished
fewer than 12 trials (Table 2), gave rise to the concern that the
verbal instructions in the test to date were not clear enough.
From these instructions, a participant has to understand both
novel mental transformations (imagining taking different per-
spective in space and determining the pointing direction to
another object from that perspective) and a novel method of
responding (drawing with a pencil or dragging a line on the
displayed “arrow circle” to indicate this direction). The
existing instructions (used in Exps. 1 and 2; see Appendix
A) interleave these two types of instructions within a single

paragraph. In Experiment 3, we attempted to clarify the in-
structions by separating the description of the mental process-
es to be imagined and the description of how to respond in
separate, consecutive paragraphs. The revised instructions for
the computer version are presented in Appendix B. The re-
vised instructions for the paper version were identical except
for how to respond.

Finally, Experiment 3 is written in Java and is available for
researchers to download from the Open Science Framework,
at https://osf.io/wq3kd/. From the participant’s perspective,
the experience of taking this computerized test was identical
to that in the E-Prime version used in Experiment 2; it uses the
same stimulus displays, instructions, and so forth. However,
the Java version is more easily shared with the research com-
munity, because it is readily used across a wider array of
hardware and software platforms.

Method

Participants One hundred sixty-six undergraduates (83 fe-
males, 83 males) between the ages of 17 and 29 (mean age
= 18.94 years, SEM = 0.11 years), who were enrolled in in-
troductory psychology courses at the University of California,
Santa Barbara, participated in this study for course credit.
Participants were randomly assigned to two task-order groups;
there were 83 participants in the paper-first group and 83 in the
computer-first group. One participant (a female assigned to
the paper–computer order) was excluded from the final anal-
yses because she received an incomplete version of the paper-
and pencil test. Therefore, the final sample consisted of 165
participants.

Design We used a test type (computer, paper) by test order
(computer-first; paper-first) by sex mixed design, in which test
typewas manipulated within subjects. A priori power analyses
conducted using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner,
2007), with a power of .8 and an alpha level of .05, indicated
that we needed a minimum sample size of n = 116 to detect a
small effect of test version (f = .1, within-subjects compari-
son), and a minimum sample size of n = 70 to detect a medium
effect of sex differences (f = .3, within-subjects comparison).
The present experiment exceeds these minima; we used a
sample of n = 165.

Apparatus and stimuli The same apparatus was used as in
Experiments 1 and 2. In this experiment, stimulus control in
the computerized version of the test used Java software rather
than the E-Prime software used in Experiment 2. The same
stimuli (image files) were used as in Experiment 2, so that
from the participant's perspective the computer-based trials
in Experiments 2 and 3 were identical. The trials in the paper
test were also identical to those in Experiment 2.
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Procedure Participants took part in groups of up to six, and
each participant worked individually. The instructions in both
versions were modified from Experiments 1 and 2.
Specifically, the first paragraph of the instructions in those
experiments was split into two. One paragraph explained the
task (imagining a perspective and determining the pointing
direction from that perspective to an object), and the second
explained how to respond (by drawing a line or clicking on the
displayed circle). The new instructions for the computer ver-
sion are given in Appendix B. Other than the new instructions,
the procedures for both the paper and computer versions of the
task were carried out as in Experiment 2.

Results

As in Experiments 1 and 2, responses were scored for angular
error, without regard for direction, and averaged over trials for
each participant. Figure 6 shows each individual’s perfor-
mance on the two versions of the test as a function of task
order. Overall, there was a strong rank-order correlation be-
tween the two versions of the task, r(163) = .637, as well as a
linear correlation, r(163) = .711, t(163) = 12.91, p < .001. The
linear relation held regardless of task order: r(81) = .741, t(81)
= 9.93, p < .001, when the computer version was first, and
r(80) = .712, t(80) = 9.07, p < .001, when the paper-and-pencil
version was first (the corresponding rank-order correlations
were .687 and .594, respectively).

Table 1 shows the average angular errors as a function of
task version, order, and gender, where they can be compared
with the means from Experiments 1 and 2. The means for
angular error were subjected to a task order (computer-first
vs. paper-first) by task type (paper, computer) by gender
(male, female) mixed design analysis of variance. We found

a main effect of test type, F(1, 161) = 6.26,MSE = 112.76, p =
.013, ηp

2 = .037. The computer test produced a 2.93° smaller
angular error than the paper test (26.81° vs. 29.74°, respec-
tively). There was also a main effect of sex, F(1, 161) = 10.88,
MSE = 644.43, p = .001, ηp

2 = .063: The men produced a
9.22° smaller angular error than the women; 23.66° versus
32.88°, respectively. No interaction emerged between sex
and test type.

As in Experiments 1 and 2, there was an interaction be-
tween test type and order, F(1, 161) = 6.84,MSE = 112.76, p =
.01, ηp

2 = 041. Angular error was generally lower in this
experiment, possibly reflecting the improved instructions,
and practice effects were smaller. The means for the paper-
and-pencil version were 30.08° when it was the first task, and
29.37° when it was second. The means for the computer ver-
sion were 29.48° and 24.10° when that task was first and
second, respectively.

Table 2 shows that, as in Experiments 1 and 2, a larger
percentage of participants completed all 12 items of the com-
puter version compared to the paper version, and, again, that
the average number of items finished was also greater in the
computer than in the paper test.

Discussion

In line with the literature on sex differences, we observed
an overall 9.22° advantage in accuracy for males on the
perspective-taking task. In addition, the sample size in
Experiment 3 was sufficiently large to reveal a significant
2.93° overall advantage in accuracy for the computer over
the paper test. As in Experiments 1 and 2, there was an
interaction between test version (computer vs. paper) and
test order. However, contrary to the previous experiments,
in Experiment 3 it was the computer version of the test that
benefited from having had practice with the paper version.
Accuracy on the paper version was the same, regardless of
task order. Furthermore, Tables 1 and 2 show that even if
the new instructions ameliorated confusion due to conflat-
ing instructions for the orienting task with instructions for
making the response, which was reflected in lower angular
errors overall in Experiment 3, a fair proportion of partic-
ipants in this experiment still did not complete all 12 items
in one or both tasks.

General discussion

In three experiments, we compared performance on a comput-
erized Spatial Orientation Test with performance on the extant
paper-and-pencil version (Hegarty & Waller, 2004;
Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001). Correlations between the
tests on measures of angular error showed that the computer-
ized version produced data that were sufficiently similar to the

Fig. 6 Scatter plot showing the relationship between performance
(average angular error) on the two versions of the test in Experiment 3.
Each data point represents a single participant
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paper-based version to warrant using the computerized ver-
sion in most cases (with the understanding that there might be
pragmatic reasons for using the paper version). The rank-order
and linear correlations between versions in each experiment
accounted for roughly 40% to 60% of the variance in
accuracy. In addition, the computer and paper versions of
the SOT used in Experiment 2 each had similar correlations
to two other measures of spatial skill: the Money Road Map
and the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction scale. We interpret
the latter finding to mean that the two testing media measured
the same underlying cognitive skill(s). Experiment 3 used a
larger sample, to enable a more powerful examination of both
media and sex differences in performance. The computer and
paper versions of the SOT, as well as the instructions for each
test are available for downloading on the Open Science
Framework website at https://osf.io/wq3kd. The computer
program, written in Java, allows users to enter participant
numbers (up to 999), ages, gender, test time (up to one hour),
and whether participants each receive the 12 items in the same
order or in a different random order.

As we noted, Experiment 3 had enough power to detect
differences in accuracy between the two testing media as
well as between sexes; main effects were observed for
both variables. With respect to media, a small but signif-
icant difference in accuracy favored the computerized ver-
sion of the test. It is possible that changes in the SOT that
were specific to the computerized version (e.g., how to
respond on the answer circle with the mouse or the loca-
tion of the answer circle with respect to the array) caused
the improvement in accuracy between test media.
However, a higher percentage of participants completed
all items on the computerized test, and more items were
completed on the computer than on the paper test
(Table 2). Thus, it is more likely that the computerized
SOT allowed more time to be spent determining the direc-
tion of the desired response, and less time on behaviors
that were irrelevant to the psychological task at hand (e.g.,
turning and straightening the pages).

Another possibility is that the observed differences in
accuracy between media versions is due to the differences
between having humans versus computers scoring the data.
This is unlikely, for the following reasons. First, the under-
graduate scorers of the paper SOTs were blind to the pur-
pose of the experiment and to how the participants had
done on the computer test. In addition, the scorers’ data
were randomly checked by graduate students who had
practiced the scoring task many times. Nevertheless, as
compared to human scorers using a protractor, the comput-
er effectively produces no variance in the computation of
angular error across different participants who make iden-
tical errors. In this case, any human scoring errors should
be random across subjects who happen to have identical
selections. This would predict that across participants,

error scores on the human-scored paper version could plau-
sibly have equal means to the computer version but should
be more variable. Furthermore, the variability added to the
data by human scorers should not differentially affect peo-
ple with different spatial abilities. Accurate scoring is an-
other advantage of the computerized version of the SOT.

The cumulative changes to the computerized SOT in-
clude using nondirectional, inanimate objects; having the
objects’ centers indicated by dots; adding practice trials;
using new instructions that separated instructions for the
task from instructions for responding; and automated scor-
ing. Overall, the changes to the object array made the
stimulus objects more homogeneous to each other in terms
of their spatial characteristics and computerized testing
made scoring the angular errors more precise. Further, as
just noted, because relatively little time needs to be spent
“off task” with the computerized SOT it is a more valid
assessment of perspective-taking ability. This is another
argument in favor of using the computerized SOT when
possible.

With respect to sex differences in perspective taking, as we
expected from previous research using the SOT (Tarampi
et al., 2016), men were more accurate than women. The pres-
ent study provides the new information that the observed dif-
ference in accuracy was independent either of test version
(paper vs. computer) or of order. Thus, the previously ob-
served direction of difference was replicated; it is an open
and interesting question as to what factors contribute to the
difference.

Repeating the SOT led to some differences in accuracy
between the paper and computerized versions of the test. In
general, people were more accurate on the second test they
took (see bolded numbers in Table 1). That said, it is also
clear that having the paper test first almost always gave a
relatively large advantage in performance to the computer-
ized version of the test. The greater number of items com-
pleted on the computer test when it is second, as well as the
small advantage in accuracy, may also be related to the idea
that there is less extraneous task load in the computer test
(e.g., few things that take attention away from the test,
such as turning pages and drawing).

There is certainly other evidence that people improve
with practice on spatial ability tests (Uttal et al., 2013). In
the present study, the interpretation of the differences in
accuracy as a function of test type is necessarily prelimi-
nary. In particular, we counterbalanced test order but did
not test paper–paper or computer–computer groups. The
absence of a baseline within the same medium makes it
difficult to interpret the across-media effects that were ob-
served in the present study. However, as the SOT is usually
presented only once in the context of other experimental
tests, effects on accuracy of the number of items, repetition
of specific objects or angles, test duration, and so on are
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empirical issues to be addressed by further research. For
the present, we believe that the small but consistent advan-
tage in accuracy found for the computerized version in
Experiment 3 is unlikely to have its basis in processing
differences between versions.

The original procedure used in the paper-based SOTwas
changed from Experiment 1 to Experiment 2 by adding
practice trials to the instructions, and again from
Experiment 2 to Experiment 3 by separating the descrip-
tion of the mental processes to be imagined from the de-
scription of how to respond using the arrow circle. It is
notable that angular errors were approximately 10° lower
for both media in Experiment 3, as compared to
Experiment 1. Overall, these results suggest that one of
the sources of error in the previous version of the paper-
based SOT was failure to understand the instructions, rath-
er than differences in perspective-taking ability per se. We
alleviated this issue with the new instructions, so that the
new versions of the SOT (both paper and computer-based)
are purer tests of perspective taking.

In summary, the correlations between the two test ver-
sions were similar in magnitude across the three experi-
ments. This similarity implies that the skill being tested
is robust. Furthermore, the underlying spatial character-
istics of the stimuli in the new SOT are generated from
stimuli that are more homogeneous with respect to
animacy and the data reflect instructions that are more
comprehensible. Overall, relative to the original paper-
based SOT, the observed variability in performance on
the computerized SOT should reflect more similar pro-
cesses for each trial, and each trial should be testing for
the same underlying cognitive skill.

The computerized SOT presented here provides an im-
proved psychometric measure for those wishing to mea-
sure perspective-taking ability, and a starting point from
which to develop and expand the SOT. For example, a
computerized SOT could be created by using maps or im-
ages of real scenes. A computerized version could also
present participants with more stimuli and a wider array
of angles. Thus, the computerized SOT presented here
provides a versatile template from which to create other
goal-specific SOTs that can be used in a variety of re-
search and experimental contexts.
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Appendix A: Task Instructions
for the Computer Version of Experiments 1
and 2

This is a test of your ability to imagine different perspectives
or orientations in space. You will see a picture of an array of
objects and an “arrow circle”with a statement below the array
on the computer. You will imagine that you are standing at one
object in the array facing another object. Your task is to place a
line from the center object showing the direction to a third
object from this facing orientation. Look at the example on
the right. In this item you are asked to imagine that you are
standing at the CHAIR, and facing the TRAIN. Your task is to
draw a line indicating the direction from the CHAIR to the
DOG. In the sample item this line has been drawn for you. In
the test items, your task is to place this line with the computer
mouse. Can you see that if you were at the CHAIR facing the
TRAIN, the DOG would be in this direction? Now we are
going to practice placing the line on the arrow circle. Please
press spacebar. When you are ready, use the mouse to click a
location in the circle and press enter to submit your response.
This is just practice, so the placement of the line does not
matter at this point. Place the line anywhere and submit.
Nowwe are going to do an example. This is the same example
you saw in the instructions for this task. Your job here is to
match your line on the computer with the line that has been
drawn in on the paper example. Look at me when you are
happy with your answer.

Any questions? There are twelve items in this test. You will
have five minutes for this test. If you finish before time is up,
please wait quietly. Now you can press “t” to start the task, and
I will start your time.

Appendix B: Task Instructions
in for the Computer Version of Experiment 3

This is a test of your ability to imagine different perspectives
or orientations in space. In this task, you will see a picture of
an array of objects with a statement below it, together with an
“arrow circle”. You will be asked to imagine that you are
standing at one object in the array and facing another object.
Your task is to draw a line showing the direction to a third
object from this perspective. On each trial, you will be asked
to imagine standing at a different first object, facing a different
second object, and then to draw a line to a different third
object.

You respond by “drawing” a line on the arrow circle using
the computer mouse. The center of the arrow circle represents
your imagined location (at the first object) and the vertical
arrow represents your imagined perspective (facing the sec-
ond object). You need to draw the direction to a third object
from this facing direction.
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Look at the sample item below. In this example you are
asked to imagine that you are standing at the bell facing the
tree. Your task is to draw a line indicating the direction to the
drum. In the sample item this line has been drawn for you. In
the test items, your task is to draw this line on the arrow circle
using the computer mouse. Can you see that if you were at the
bell facing the tree the drum would be in the direction shown
by the dotted line? Please ask the experimenter now if you
have any questions about what you are required to do.

Now you will begin practicing on the computer.
Press the SPACE BAR to continue.
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